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ABSTRACT
This article surveys recent developments in the optimal renovation of capital assets and introduces new
asset replacement algorithms under limited forecast about changing uncertain costs. The costs include
operating costs of the current asset in use and the replacement cost (price of new assets). The evolution of
those costs depends on external technological, economic, and environmental factors. The open innovation
increases the importance and complexity of technological change. We study new modifications of the
classic Economic Life replacement method for uncertain costs. The analyzed algorithms work well for
arbitrary age-distribution of deterministic or stochastic operating cost. We demonstrate their superior
performance in various scenarios of improving technology reflected in decreasing operating and new asset
costs. Numeric experiments are provided, and managerial implications of the obtained outcomes are
discussed.
Keywords: Improving Technology, Capital Asset, Renovation, Modeling, Optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
This article provides a theoretical analysis of
asset replacement methods in the context of an
imperfect and uncertain technological forecast. On
the basis of the developed methods, a software
system was created for modeling the optimal
renewal of capital assets. Serious research has been
devoted to the problem of asset replacement, in
particular, works [1-29]. It is known that the
Infinite-Horizon (IH) method with perfect
technological forecast is the ideal benchmark for
asset replacement.
There are various methods for replacing assets,
but most of them are not applied in practice. This is
due to lack of data, time and other constraints.
Therefore, the Economic Life (EL) method is
recommended in the engineering economics
literature (7, 21, 22). It is considered a simple and
reliable method for practical application and allows
you to find the optimal solution to replace a single
asset.

On the other hand, it is known that if the cost of
maintaining assets grows, then the Economic Life
method yields different results from replacing
Infinite-Horizon. Therefore, with the improvement
of technology, the solution obtained by the
Economic Life method may not be optimal.
To eliminate this disadvantage, the authors of
[10] modified the classic Economic Life method they introduced a corrected capital return ratio. It is
shown in [10] that if exponential technological
changes equally affect the operating costs and the
value of new assets, then the modified Economic
Life method and the Infinite-Horizon replacement
produce the same replacement policy with an equal
lifespan.
Further, in [12], this result was extended for the
problem of asset replacement at stochastic costs.
At present, two alternative methods are used to
analyze the replacement of a single asset at
uncertain costs - minimizing costs on an infinite
horizon and the problem of optimal stopping.
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In this article, to account for the uncertain
operating costs, a stochastic modification of the
Economic Life method is proposed. An algorithm is
constructed that is convenient to use in practice.
2. METHODS: ASSET RENOVATION
UNDER IMPROVING TECHNOLOGY

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

To describe the sequential replacement of
a single asset with new asset, we introduce the
endogenous lifetime Lk of the k-th asset, k=1,2,….
Then, the time k of the replacement of the k-th
asset with the (k+1)-th asset is



k

Let us consider a firm that needs to
periodically replace a single asset with new assets
that perform identical operations but have better
replacement costs because of open innovation. We
will describe this replacement process in the
continuous time 0 ≤ t < . The changing
technological and economic environment is
represented by the following functions:
(1) the cost P(t) (the purchase price and
installation cost) of a new asset at time t (of vintage
t);
(2) the operating and maintenance (operating)
cost A(t,u) for the asset bought at time t;
(3) the salvage value S(t,u) at time u of the asset
bought at time t, 0  S(t,u) < P(t).
Then, the variable a = ut is the age of the
asset, 0  a  M, where M is the maximal physical
service life of assets.
The improving technology leads to the
availability of newer assets that require less
maintenance and/or are less expensive, so P(t) and
A(t,u) decrease in t. This phenomenon is known as
the technological change (TC). The operating cost
A(t,u) usually increases in the asset age ut (as the
asset becomes older) because of physical
deterioration, however, it can also decrease because
of learning. In general, the function A(t,u) can
describe various hypotheses of deterioration and
learning.
To calculate actual replacement costs
over a finite horizon, the replacement theory
commonly uses the capital recovery factor
R(r , T ) that converts the present value of a certain
cost over a specified future interval into the
sequence of the equivalent annual costs. Under the
assumption of continuous compounding, the annual
capital recovery factor over the interval [0,T] is

R (r , T ) 

r
,
1  e  rT

k = k-1 + Lk   L j ,

(2)

j 1

For clarity, we assume that the first asset is
purchased at time t = 0 and will be replaced at the
end of its lifecycle, then 0 = 0 and1 = L1.
The asset replacement cost: The present
value of the total replacement cost of the k-th asset,
k=1,2,…, over its future lifetime Lk is calculated at
a given industry-wide discount rate r>0 as
PWk ( Lk ,  k )  e r ( k  Lk ) P ( k  Lk )  S ( k ,  k  Lk )  

 k Lk

k

e ru A( k 1 , u ) du ,

(3)

[7] The first term of (3) represents the
discounted cost of the new asset minus the
discounted salvage value of the current asset, and
the integral is the discounted operating costs over
the future lifetime of the current asset.
The goal is to construct replacement
methods that use a limited technological forecast
data but delivers the same results (at least, the time
of first replacement) as for a perfect technological
forecast. Correspondingly, our ideal (benchmark)
problem is the infinite-horizon optimization. Next,
we provide mathematical formulations of the
replacement methods under study.
2.1 Infinite-Horizon (IH) Replacement
The IH replacement method [23, 24]
assumes the external technological parameters P, A,
and S to be known on the infinite horizon [0,) and
determines the infinite optimal sequence of
consecutive asset lifetimes Lk, k=1,2,…, that
minimizes the present value of the total
replacement cost over [0,):
PW ( L1 *, L2 *,...) 

min

Lk , k 1,...; 0 Lk  M

PW ( L1 , L2 ,...) , (4)



PW ( L1 , L2 ,...)   PWk ( Lk ,  k ), (5)

(1)

where r > 0 is the industry-wide discount rate.

k 1

where PWk is given by (3) and k is
determined from (2).
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In contrast, the below replacement
methods work in the case of a limited technological
forecast. Namely, we assume that the technological
parameters P(t), A(t,u), and S(t,u) are known for 0≤
t ≤ u ≤ T < on some finite future interval [0, T],
where the value T should not be less than the future
unknown lifetime L1 of the current asset. For
example, T may be the maximum physical lifetime
M of assets.
2.2 Economic Life (EL) Replacement Method
The EL method determines the lifetime L1
that minimizes the equivalent annual cost (EAC) of
the first asset replacement [21]

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

where c is an aggregate TC rate. The
choice of the rate c for various types of TC should
be provided based on the comparison of the factual
and desired properties of the replacement methods.
Specifically, using Rˆ (r , c, L) instead of R ( r , L)
in the EL algorithm significantly improves its
efficiency.
The modified EL method determines the
lifetime L1 that minimizes the corrected EAC of the
first asset replacement

L1  arg min Cˆ1 ( L) ,
0 L M

C1 ( L1 )  R(r , L1 ) PW1 ( L1 ,0) ,

(6)

where R(r, L1) is defined by (1) and PW1 is
given by (3). By the EL method, the first optimal
lifetime EL1 is determined as

EL1  arg min C1 ( L) .

(7)

0 L M

To find the first optimal lifetime EL1, it is
enough to know the cost P(t) and the sequences
S(0,t) and A(0,t) over the future interval [1, EL1]
only.
In the general case, the EL method
produces different optimal lifetimes EL1, EL2,…,
for sequentially replacements k=1,2,3,… of the
asset. In engineering practice, finding the first
optimal lifetime EL1 is the most relevant task.
A common consensus in the replacement
theory is that the EL method does not take
technological change into account. This is true only
partially. Indeed, the above version (6) of the EL
method assumes replacement at the end of the
current asset lifecycle and so, in fact, considers
possible technological improvement as the change
of the new asset cost P ( k  Lk ) . At the same
time, the EL method (6)-(7) does not consider
improvements in the operating cost at all. Next, we
describe a modified method that addresses this
drawback.
2.3 Modified EL Method
To address continuous technological
change, we introduce the efficient capital recovery
factor

Rˆ (r , c, L)  R(r  c, L) ,

Cˆ1 ( L)  R(r  c, L) PW1 ( L,0) ,

(9)

in which Rˆ ( r , c, L) is used instead of

R(r , L) as in (6).
3. RESUTLS: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
OF ALGORITHMS
All above replacement methods are
equivalent in the stationary environment with no
technological improvement when the asset costs do
not depend on the current time. The optimal
replacement policy in this case is known as the likewith-like replacement and does not depend on time
as well. Namely, under stationary asset costs and an
arbitrary age-dependent deterioration, the IH, EL,
and modified EL algorithms produce the same first
asset lifetime L. In the IH method, all lifetimes are
the same: Lk = L for k = 2,3,….
Next, let the salvage cost S(t,u) be
negligible, and the purchase cost P(t) and the
operating cost A(t,u) follow the exponential
technological change (TC) with different rates cp
and cq:

P(t )  P e

 c pt

,

A(t , u )  f (u  t )e

S(t,u) = 0,

0≤ t ≤ u ≤ T,

 cq t

,

(10)

where the function f(ut) = f(a) describes an
arbitrary deterioration profile of the asset with its
age a  ut. The exponential TC (10) with the same
rates cp= cq is referred to as proportional, then
technological improvement affects both asset costs
equally. Otherwise, TC is called non-proportional
(at cp  cq), see [10, 13, 25].

(8)
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Let us consider the case of the proportional
exponential TC: cp= cq= c > 0. Then, both the IH
and modified EL algorithms produce the same first
asset lifetime L*, found from the nonlinear equation

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

In the case of uncertain cost C in (1), a
simple and natural stochastic generalization of the
EL replacement method is to minimize the expected
annual replacement cost

L  arg min E [ PW ( L )] ,

L
1  e ( r c) L
f ( L)  e cL  e  ru f (u )du  Pe cL . (11)
0
rc

(12)

1 L M

The optimal lifetimes of the consecutively
replaced asset in the IH replacement (4)-(5) are
equal: Lk=L*, k=1,2,…,

where E[…] is the expectation operator.
Following [2], we refer to the optimal L in (12) as
the proxy replacement time.

This result has essential practical
implications. If the observed technological
improvement follows the proportional rule, then the
modified EL method delivers exactly the same
optimal asset lifetime over the infinite horizon for
arbitrary age-dependent deterioration profile f(u)
of the operating cost.

Substituting (12) into (3) and using
standard properties of the expectation operator, we
obtain the final version of the stochastic EL
algorithm: Find a real number 0 < L ≤ M, such that

4. METHODS: ASSET RENOVATION
UNDER COST UNCERTAINTY
Another important issue in the asset
replacement theory and practice is the uncertainty
of asset costs [17, 18, 20]. When a firm uses many
identical assets that vary in operating costs, it
naturally creates the uncertainty in future operating
cost for a specific asset in use.
Here we offer a practical replacement
technique based on the classic EL method (6)-(7) to
take the uncertainty of operating cost into account.
The suggested algorithm calculates the optimal
asset lifetime for any age-dependent distribution of
stochastic operating cost. Methodologically, our
paper expands [19] who introduces and analyzes a
deterministic approximation of the random time of
asset replacement under uncertain cost using real
option approach.
4.1 Results
In this section, we consider a stationary
environment when the asset costs do not depend on
current time: P(t) = P, A(t,u) = f(u-t) = f(a), S(t,u) =
0. We assume that the operating cost f(a)
stochastically increases in its age a as the asset
becomes older. To describe the cost uncertainty, we
introduce the continuous probability distribution
fs(a) of the operating cost for the assets of age
a[0, M], with the mean (a) and standard
deviation  (a).

L = argmin F(L), where
F (L) 

r
 L e  ru E [ fs (u )] du  e  rL P  .

1  e  rL  0

(13)

4.3 Analysis
In the case of deterministic cost f(a), the
technique for solving the problem (13) is the
standard EL method, which minimizes the asset’s
total equivalent annual cost (7) of the asset
replacement.
Similarly to [13], we prove that the
deterministic optimization problem (13) at a strictly
increasing expected cost E[ fs (u )] , u[0,), has a
unique solution L determined from the nonlinear
equation
L
1 erL
E[ fs(L)]   eru E[ fs(u)]du  P . (14)
0
r

The special case [19]. Let the operating
cost fs(t) be lognormally distributed:

fs(t )  f 0e X (t ) ,

t  [0, ), (15)

and the mean of the lognormal distribution (15) is
 2 
   t

2 


E[ fs(t )]  f 0e

 f 0ebt .

(16)

Then the relative rate X(t) = ln fs(t) of the
operating cost fs(t) at each instant t is normally
distributed with the mean  = b2/2 and standard
deviation  , i.e., X(t)  N(,  2).

4.2 Stochastic EL algorithm
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In (16), we use the notation b =  + 2/2.
Here  > 0 is the deterministic relative rate of the
operating cost and  describes its associated
volatility. In the stochastic case, the rate b = 
+2/2 is larger than the trend relative rate 
because of (16).
Substituting the expected value (16) into
the objective function (13), we obtain

F (L) 

r
 f L e ( b  r ) u du  e  rL P . (17)
 rL  0 0

1 e 

The function (17) has a minimum at 0 < L
<  only if b > 0. At b = 0, the function

F (L)  f0  P

r
e

rL

1

monotonically decreases

in L on [0,). It is easy to show that the function
(17) has a minimum when L satisfies the nonlinear
equation

r r
P
 r
e (br ) L  1  ebL   b  r 
b b
f0
 b
b ≠ r.

at
(18)

This equation has a unique solution L > 0
that describes the recommended optimal lifetime of
the asset in exploitation.
5. SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR MODELING
ASSET REPLACEMENT
The software system calculates the
effective equivalent annual cost for each asset life
for the economic life method and the modified
economic life method. The program sets the
optimal year for asset replacement.
In the development of software systems,
the level of its reliability and safety plays an
important role. It is impossible to achieve
uninterrupted and trouble-free operation of the
control system without ensuring the reliability and
safety of automated information systems [30-56].
When developing a software system for modeling
the rational renewal of assets, technologies and
methods were used that ensure an increase in the
level of their reliability and safety.
When developing this program, the
following were used: Delphi software system, ADO
technology, MS SQL Server database management
system.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

5.1 Description of the program and interface
First, you need to create a database
(Capital) in the SQL Server DBMS (Figure 1). To
do this, click on the Databases tab in the Object
Explorer window and select New Database.
To create a table, select the Tables tab,
right-click, select New Table. The Capital database
consists of three tables depicted in the diagram
(Figure 2).
To connect the Delphi program and SQL
Server DBMS, ADO components are used:
ADOTable, ADOQuery.
The tables that are in the Sql Server
database can be extracted into a Delphi application.
To do this, insert the AdoTable component onto the
form in Delphi. Click on the component, select the
ConnectionString property in the Object Inspector
window. Next, click on the Build button (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the main window of the
program, where the choice of a method for
replacing one asset is provided.
This form uses 3 components: Label1,
Button1, Button2. When you press the "Method of
Economic Life EL" button, the program switches to
the corresponding window for calculations by the
method of economic life. Similarly, when you click
the "Modified method of economic life MEL"
button, the program goes to the window for
calculations by the modified method of economic
life.
Events and actions in this form:
procedure TForm2.Button2Click(Sender:
TObject);
begin
Form1.Showmodal; - when the button is
pressed, it switches to the first form
end;
procedure TForm2.Button1Click(Sender:
TObject);
begin
Form3.Showmodal; - when the button is
pressed, it switches to the third form
end;
When you press the button "Method of
Economic Life EL", we switch to the calculation by
the method of economic life (Figure 5).
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This form uses the following components:
AdoTable, AdoQuery, DataSource, DBGrid,
DBNavigator, Button, Edit, Label.

end;
By pressing the button "Modified method
of economic life MEL", we go to the next window
(Figure 6).
In the first table, we use ready-made data
or manually enter data using the DBNavigator
component. The data in this table will be used for
calculations in the program. The second table
calculates the effective equivalent cost for each
year.

In the first table, we use ready-made data
or manually enter data using the DBNavigator
component. The data in this table will be used for
calculations in the program. The second table
calculates the effective equivalent cost for each
year.
In component Edit1, the value of the
annual discount rate d is entered, in component
Edit2, the value of the cost of replacing new
equipment R is entered. Parameters a and q are not
taken into account, since the calculation is carried
out according to the method of economic life.

In component Edit1, the value of the
annual discount rate d is entered, in component
Edit3, the value of the cost of replacing new
equipment R is entered. Parameters a and q are not
taken into account, they are entered in the
components Edit2 and Edit4.

The calculation was made according to the
following formula:
d (1  d ) L
EAC ( L) 
(1  d ) L  1L

L
 P ( 0 )
A( 0 , j )


L  0

 d ) j  0
(
1
)
(
1
d
j 1
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.


Clicking the Calculate Metrics button
displays the effective equivalent cost for each
period.
Event and action that is responsible for the
calculation:
procedure TForm3.Button2Click(Sender:
TObject);
begin
LAbel6.Caption:= FloatToStr(
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger )*
StrToInt(Edit3.Text)+(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByNam
e('Age').AsInteger
)*AdoTable1.FieldByName('Cost').AsFloat))/
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))1)*exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))*StrToFloat(Edit1.Te
xt)) ;
AdoQuery1.Edit;
AdoQuery1.FieldByName('EAC(L)').AsFloat:=
( (exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger
)*
StrToInt(Edit3.Text)+(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByNam
e('Age').AsInteger
)*AdoTable1.FieldByName('Cost').AsFloat))/
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))1)*exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))*StrToFloat(Edit1.Te
xt)) ;

The calculation was made according to the
following formula:
EEAC ( L ) 

L
S ( 0 , L )
A( 0 , j )
d (1  d ) L  P ( 0 ) a L  0



(1  d ) L  q L  (1  d ) L  0 (1  d ) L  0 j 1 (1  d ) j  0


.


Event and action that is responsible for the
calculation:
procedure TForm1.Button2Click(Sender:
TObject);
begin
LAbel6.Caption:= FloatToStr(
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(StrToFloat(Edit2.Text)))*
StrToInt(Edit3.Text)*(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName
('Age').AsInteger*ln(StrToFloat(Edit4.Text))))+(ex
p(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(StrToFloat(Edit2.Text)))*AdoTable1.FieldByNa
me('Cost').AsFloat))/
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))1)*exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))*StrToFloat(Edit1.Te
xt)) ;
AdoQuery2.Edit;
AdoQuery2.FieldByName('EACL2').AsFloat:=
( (exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger
* ln(StrToFloat(Edit2.Text)))*
StrToInt(Edit3.Text)*(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName
('Age').AsInteger*ln(StrToFloat(Edit4.Text))))+(ex
p(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(StrToFloat(Edit2.Text)))*AdoTable1.FieldByNa
me('Cost').AsFloat))
(exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))1)*exp(AdoTable1.FieldByName('Age').AsInteger *
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ln(1+StrToFloat(Edit1.Text)))*StrToFloat(Edit1.Te
xt)) ;
end;
Obtained results, parameters and their
values:
d = 0.05; q = 0.9524; R = 45000; a = 0.95.
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Figure 1. Creating a database

Figure 2. Creating tables
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Figure 3. Establishing Communication Between Delphi Application and SQL Server

Figure 4. Main window
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Figure 5. Window for calculations by the method of economic life

Figure 6. Window for calculations according to the modified method of economic life
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Figure 7. Calculations by the modified method of economic life

Figure 8. Calculations by the method of economic life
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